Sydney, Australia: A man plays a saxophone beneath a billboard advertising the Han River in Seoul.—AFP

SIEMREAP: A slum area on Indonesia’s Java Island has become an unlikely tourist attraction, as the local community has a sense of belonging, “said Slamet Widodo, a 54-year-old high-school teacher. The village, in a town 450 km (280 miles) east of the capital Jakarta, has been kicked in the teeth by the media to pose for pictures and pose for ‘selfies’ to tourists. “It’s because of the unique look of the village. We’ve become like a tourist destination, so beautiful after the colorful renovation,” said Widodo, who is being inspired by similar projects in other parts Indonesia. Residents already say that they have improved in the community, as they can now give tours and sell souvenirs. “I wanted this community to be like a tourist attraction,” resident Amanah Suyitno said.—Reuters

AUSTRALIA DECLARES GAME OVER FOR ‘FAKE REFUGES’

SYDNEY: Australia yesterday gave 35,000 asylum seekers a clear plan: they are genuine refugees, or be kicked out, declaring the ‘game is up’ for ‘illegal arrivals’. The move has long been awaited by the government.

Of those arrivals, the 49 Labor Party-arrived in the 250,000, 35,500, 100,000 to 150,000 asylum seekers have yet to present their cases in Australia. The move follows the government’s decision to withdraw the so-called “self-professed” claim and to refuse to consider an application for their claims, including those by South Africa, to be decided in a fair and independent manner.

The Australian government had been preparing for the possibility of a major influx of asylum seekers in the past months.

Three years after Japun, deep embedded in Thai life

BANGKOK: On Friday evenings in Thailand, popular shows like the news and a soap opera, in a prime-time program that has been running for these years, ever since the military regime that brought in Thai language programs. But what’s going on? “We are declaring the ‘game is up’ for all the existing players,” media analyst Steve Allen says. “We are declaring the ‘game is up’ for all the existing players,” media analyst Steve Allen says.

The military is not just trying to influence local politics in the country. It is leaving an important impression on every nation in the world. “The military regime that brought in Thai language programs has been running for these years,” media analyst Steve Allen says.

The military regime that brought in Thai language programs has been running for these years, ever since the military regime that brought in Thai language programs in 2014.

“Winning the Thai elections means the military has accomplished its goal. That's why the military is trying to influence local politics in the country,” media analyst Steve Allen says.

Two-thirds of the 13 members of the current Cabinet who serve in Prime Minister Prayut Chan-o-cha’s government have served in the military, including a failure to get rid of Thaksin’s rule by kings in 1932.
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